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SJSC Will Try Male Rooters
Pitman Terms
Reorganization
’Serious Error’

Mosher Announces Plan
1Spartan Daily For Santa Clara Ganie
--SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

"A serious mistake," was the
term used by Dean of Men Paul
M. Pitman in etainnenting-yesterday on the newly approved plan
for organizational changes in
State colleges.
Dean Pitman said-of -the plan;
which involves sweeping changes
in administrative positions, "I
think it a serious mistake, particularly in educational enterprise,
for someone to devise a plan in
---Sarramenta---imd enforce it -uprer
all 10 state colleges.
"The new plan would be satisfactOry.--1044.--rsewly established
schools, but for institutions such
as San Jose State, having established customs, habits of operation, and traditional offices, it is
a mistake. The plan is not ruinous, but very-costly.
"I have always been in favor of
Intelligent modifications and
streamlining
of
administrative
functions.
Though
there
are
wholesome elements, in the plan,
there is also muck, inflexibility.
involved."
The position of Dean of Menwill be eliminated under the proposed changes, and in its stead
will be a Chief Counselor operating under the office of Dean of
Students.
Dean Pitman fee,k that this
change will be a handicap to-the
person selected to fill his position
when he leaves San Jose in June,
for the unfamiliarity of the title
will increase the problems of getting acquainted.
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Rooting Revisions ea

Plan
Gets Council OK;
.
Miniwanca

Hate Set

Student Court
Delays Action
On Resignation

UP ROUNDUP

US Answtrs
Soviet Charge’
With Denial
WASHINGTON - (UP)
The
C. S. has answered the recent
Russian protest that an American
plane violated the privacy of the
Soviets.
In a note handed to Foreign
Minister Andrei A. Gromyko yesterday, the American government
stated that the plane did not fly
over Soviet territory; was not
armed ;and that the plane did not
tire upon the Russian planes, but
was fired upon over the open sea,
following which the American
plane was lost.
The note asked that Russia institute a prompt and thorough investigation and that the U.S. confidently expects the Soviet government will express its regret for
the unlawful and provocative behavior of its aviators, and will see
tor77..--lhat those responsible, are
fol,r(MttY and- severely ptmished.
WARRkN HOPES FOR
SETTLEMENT
SACRAMENTO (UP)Gov.
Earl Warren said yesterday that
he was "hopeful" that an agrtbement between the faculty and the
University of California Board of
Regents could be reached over a
disputed special loyalty oath.
Warren met reeently with a
Alumni
Association
Univeftity
committee headed by Stephen D.
Bechtel.

San Jose State’s rooting section will take on a new look at the
Santa Clara football game this fall when only men students will be
permitted to sit In the center section. This photo, taken at the (’SF
game last fall, shows the section which will be a mate stronghold.
Rally Committee Chairman Ed Mosher hopes to increase spirit and
enthusiasm by this move.

Frosh to Hold
Council Meeting
The freshmen class council will
hold a meeting this afternoon at
3:30 in Room 39, accorling to
Froth President Tom Arvin.
A discussion of various fund
raising activities will be held at
the meeting.
- At its last meeting the council
voted to hold the class council
party at Adobe Creek lodge, near
Los Altos. It is tentatively scheduled for the latter part of May,
aceording to George MacDonald,
chairman of the affair;

The Weather
MU) refusing to belleve,rumors that reported flying saucers
are some of Woody Linn’s wayward discus hemes from last
season, the forecaster repeats
with fair and warmer today.
High for yesterday was 82
with a low of 44 . Sides were
pale blue with light trimmings.

Committeeto Discuss Penalties
In search for a plan which will
be accepted and used by the
faculty in administering penaltiei
for student misbehavior. the Fairness committee will meet tomorrow at 2:30 p.m. in Room Cl.
Conditions warranting lowered
grades or the threat of lowered
grades will be discussed. Past deCisions of the committee have
brought plans of penalties which
may be incorporated into a corn-

The Rally committee unanimously voted .to have an all-male
rooting.’ Section at the Santa Clara football game next fail In a
meeting Wednesday.
According to Rally Committee Chairman Ed Meslieri_the aster
section will be all riien, Iwo side seitionii will be composed of !Okapi
trooters and the other section wilt
be mixed.
successful -and
if this proves
student opinion is in favor of such
a plan, it will be tbetarrangement
I for all football games," Mosher
said.
"For kears many have wanted
EieCtlOn
to try- this orrongeolurd. Th
By Fred Burbank
Rally committtee hopes it will
Acting
on
recommendations lead to better spirit from the rootmade at --a- previous, meetitm’-the -Mg-sections and more-cooperation
Student Council yesterday ap- with yell leaders."
proved a plan that Will send four
Another outcome of the meetstudents a year- -two men and ing was the appointment of Bob
two women ---to Camp Miniwanca. Baron who will make arrangeTravel expenses- of $75 :for- one ments for yell--leader-tryouts this
woman and $50 for one man quarter. The tryouts will be held
would be allocated from student in the near future.
body funds. The Council sugA song contest, similar to last
gested that expenses for the other year’s, will be sponsored by the
two delegates be paid by San Rally cominittee this quarter. AcJose service ’clubs and organiza- cording to Mosher, all types of
tions.
new school songs will be invited
"Down From
Marsh Pitman, (’amp Mini - for submission.
%%tiara committee chairman, rec- Under" by Jim Veteren was last
ommended that the students se- year’s winner.
lected be freshmen or outstanding sopohomres. He also suggested that the Selection committee W-strengtheaM
Abe
addition of Marilyn Zeller, AWS
president, Ron LaMar, Freshman camp director and a Council
member.
Lud
Spolyar,
sophomore representative, was
appointed to the committee.
By THAD SPINOLA
Pitman said that nomination
The
Student Council yesterday
blank% for those wishing to recommend students will be atonable afternoon deferred action . on the
starting today in the offices of resignation of John Gregory, Stuthe Dean of Men- aad_ Dean of_ dent Court_ prosecuting interne’’,
’tªllowing a -request from the Could
Women.
that his resignation be refused
The Council also:
and tabled. Don Schaeffer, ASB
Approved the prefere9tial president, said that the Council
(Hare) election system and set wanted to review
his request.
election dates for May 18-19.
Gregory stated in a letter to
Nominations will be May 12.
the Court that he wanted to reAppointed Iris Elwood, junior sign
because of "a heavy class
commerce major, and Ted Bree- schedule
and outside work."
den, junior commercial art
Dick Brown, Court bailiff was
major, co-editors of the 1931 appointed
by the Council to fill
La Torre.
the post of senior justice, left
Heard a report from the Chapel vacant
by the transfer to Stanford
Committee that the fate of this
university of Dick Robinson.
year’s Chapel ball is uncertain
The new rules of court proand the show is "definitely out." cedure were adopted
unanimously
The campus drive will be held by
members of the Student Court.
May 15-19-It is also made definite that the
Learned that the Social Affairs new meeting
time for the court
committee is working on a stuwill be 12:30 every Tuesday.
dent body dance for this quarter.
A proposal for a new method of
Tentative date is May 26 or
selecting the chief justice was also
May 27.
discussed by the court. It was
!suggested that the candidate be
seleeted during the end of the winter quarter in order to allow the
new justice to take office during
the first part of the spring quail.
Follow-through on the library
petition virtually slowed.to a walk
-The-- elder *Ake would be
yesterday with tittle, if any,
ponied- from ranks Of junior jusmediate results.
tices. This would guarantee offiDiscussion of the proposal to cers with experience and would
increase the number of library allow an indoctrination period for . days to seven may not be held .the new justice.
until Friday. By then, Miss Joyce
Backus, librarian, intends to confer with staff librarians abotit the
proposal.
"Corn one, come ajj,
Last hance, last 416111."
Miss Backus heard the propos
Italy is dir
o stuof petitioner John Sproat late ’ Th’
711aa to reMonday, after the senior history dents :ha. hay
sol
ks at
major had presented his idea to ceive
e in t
udent
the
Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie.
Unio
Al ahi Osultga
rate
Miss Backus explained her symol’ige for the..
time
pathy with student problems and the
tiecordi.
APO
went along with the president’s frclm
support of any plan that would official
help the majority.

mittee ruling to be effective for
the college.
A list of penalties suggested by
the personnel deans, *hich included sucji actions as manual
labor, fines, and additional units
for graduation, preceded an, investigation and report by Dr.
Donald H. Alden, associate professor of English. Recommendations of Dr. Alden’s report will be
discussed for possible _inclusion in
the penalties ruling.

Blood Donor Drive
Increases to 120
In the third day of registration,
the campus blood donor drive has
increased the number of donors to
120, according to Frank Horst,
president of the Inter-Class Council, which is handling registration.
"In light of the number who
dosiated in the last campus blood
drive (less than 10), this number
so far is most gratifying," Horst
said. "But, we feel that from a
body of well over 7000 persons,
more than. 12E1 Avotild1.1110-- to be
instrnmentatinsavhig-7-sr- -rife,
,especially when. that life may be
saved in such *a simple manner.
"You can *save_ a life," Horst
commented, "by taking half an
hour of your time to contribute
to the drive. The Red Cross mobile unit will be set up in eight
cubicles in the Student Union so
that a new donor may be processed every 15 minutes. It’s a
very satisfying feeling to realize
that by taking this time out, you
may have meant the difference
between life and death for someone in need." .
According to the ICC, registrants are being assigned specific
’times to donate so that no delay
will result. After donating, the
donor will be served coffee and
donuts from a kitcheh in the Student Union.
Registration ends Thursday at
2 p.m. andthe mobile unit will be
on the campus at 10 a.m. Monday,
April 24

Library Petition
Action Slows Down

Toda

4Aero- rash’

Miss Backus expressed doubt
that the many students who
Bob Gross, president of the
signed the petition would actually
Flying 20, issued a reminder to
take advantage of extra hours as
all aero students that this comdemanded.
ing Friday, Arm* 21 will be the
Next quarter, according to Miss last day to sign up for the big
Backus, Saturday afternoon open- "Aero-CrAsh" party to be held
on April 29.
ing is scheduled.
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of Date

Thrust’ aid’ Parry

Spartan Daily ’Don’t Give BIood’

If the holders of
,oardsf
3199 and 7756 will please call at
theSpartan Dallytofilecipay 411131:
after 1:30 p.m., I whit ’retitisr
their Thrust and Parry letters.
The totter cannot be published
at this time,’ and If the card --holder, Will see me, I shall ex-plain thi; -erredinstanees
have trawlers/04 the Ilattilftlik
from a vast-lame Into a beta’)."
ored anachronism.
Editorial Editor.

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Deer Thrust and Parry:
I am writing this to entreat prospective blood donors:_net tp
give to the Red Cross.
Here is my reason: All ortie hospitals in San Jose recii, their
Office: Publications Building (B93) on E. San Carks street.
for transfusions from the Red Cross free of charge!. in most
blood
Press of the Globe Printing Co., 1445 S. First street, San Jose
cities (San Francisco included) many students augment their meager
Advertising Dept., Ext. 211 incomes with money obtained by selling blood (at $25 a pint). HowEditorial, Ext. 210
ifilephorm.s: CYjirims;4 -6414
ever, in San Jose there are,30-many people -who are willing to give
libiascaption Pace: $2.50 per year-or $1 per -quarter for non ASB card holders. their blood free that there isno need to buy. it. Some of thii*blood
MILT RICHARDSBusiness Manager goes to needy people. Some of it goes to people who can well afford
BOB SKILLICORNEditor
Dan Hruby to pay for blood What I say is
Jack Russell , Sports Editor
News Editor
Published daily by fh Associated Students of San Jose Stale college, rucapt Saturday and
Wm/ay during the colleg year with One ISiu during each finai .m;nation week.

Florence Ron
Desk Chief
esy Lymburner -Society Editor
Bill Raver
Editorial. Photo Editor .Wally Wenzel ; Wire Editor
Helen Davis
Feature Editor
Make-up Editors
&nee &Oxman, Fred Burbank, Sam Goldman, Charlie Little,
Donnie Nuns, Marion Summers.
Brotxman, Fred Burbank, Sam Goldman, Ron Marcus -Ross
Copy Desk Bruce
Massey, Homer Slater, Thad Spinola.
Reporters Jack Angius, Firmo Cambianica, Bill Chambers, Edward Conkle, Bar’ bars Deemy, John Prem.’, William Epler, Francis Errota, Albert Gross,
Moses De Gutman, Roy Hurlbert, Aloe Long, Tom Murphine, La Verne
Potts, Douglas Prestage, Edward Roper, Elmer Rodrigues, Jeanne Thome},
-Thomas.
ADVERTISING STAFF
Beth Watson
Office Manager
John Bardecos, Dick Biersch,
Fred Allred, Jim Baker. Beverly
Salesmen
John Blackwell, William Ernst, William Francis, Edward Gasper, Dick Gcest,
Ray Lehmkuhl, Ray Lyon. Ralph Peterson, Ben Pettus, Vincent Scampini,
Frances Sterling.

An Equal Chance
San Jose State college students will now have an equal opportunity with other Bay Area college students in summer job hunting, thanks
to the college administration’s action concerning the length of the
school year.
Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie, San Jose State college president, announced in December that fall quarter this year will begin one week
earlier than usual and spring quarter will close a week sooner. Closes
will commence on September 25 and spring quarter will close June IS.
The earlier closing date is especically attractive for San Jose
students. For many years students here have had -second choice for
job opportunities. Other colleges in this area Were -out a week earlier which meant that their -students had first pielt-eif -available jobs.
Of course, one can argue that starting a week ea-rlier in the fell
cuts off a week’s work, but most students would rather start working
on a job a week earlier in June.
’ter dates to
Dr. laraiQuarria attributed the change in The
"inequdtlret, in the present quarter set-up". However, we believe
that. the change will prove beneficial to job-hunting Spartans.
Our hat is off to the administration for a wise moye.
4
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Voting by absentee ballot is an interesting if confusing task.
Many students away from home have neglected to exercise their
voting rights because of the red tape involved in securing and using
an absentee ballot.
However, a post card, two three -cent stamps and a half hour
out of a busy day will do the trick.
If you are registered in your home county, there is still firne to
write for an absentee ballot. A post card addressed to your county
clerk will bring you a form to fill out requesting an absentee ballot.
When you get this, fill it out, but hold it until May I7. Absentee

SPEAK NO EVIL

The rumot;
monger is himself an evil,
but only it morkey seals his
lips against reality. And cancer is a grim reality. We
must discuss the facts of can-,
cer in order to help educate
and protect our neighbors.
For humanity’s sake-aad our
own preservation - we must
support the crusade against
this mortal enemy of man

GIVE TO
CONQUER. CANCER

AMERICAN
CANCER

soarry,

ballots wil be mailed out only between May 17 and June 1. If you
mail your form in before then, you
may not get a ballot.
When you get the ballot itself,
you are required to vote here before a city or county offickUpreferably the clerkyor a notary public. The official doesn’t see how
you vote, only certifies your ballet.
The Santa Clara County_ courthouse is on North First street. The
San Jose City Clerk’s Vice is on
San Carlos street west of the Civie auditorium.
After your ballot has been certified and placed in its return envelop, you can drop it in the nearest mail box and your voting Wit
will be complete.
It just takes time, that’s all.
Both the primary and the general election will be dynamicc and
probably very close.
Governor Earl Warren, James
Roosevelt and Warner Mayock are
seeking the gubernatorial !lamination and Helen ’Gahagan Douglas, Manchester Roddy and Richard Nixon are after the nomination for U.S. Senator.
The Daily staff has planned r
mock election to be held on the
campus in May, following a series
of features on the six candidates
and their platforms
"Corn Is Green"

May 4 - 9

""’

this: If the people are in such a
position that they neecLa transfusion and are unabk. to pay f.-,r it.
there are county agencies whtch
should rightfully do this. In the
meantime, lots o f poor foe
are
giving the blood that they could
sell. And, with b!t.od valued at
$5 a pint, most students will he
nai:ing a donation wry out of
poportion It their means
-Therefore, if these well-mehtilhz,
rkople would give the matter
! ttle careful thougbt, they would
see that ’the wisest thing to do is
t) refuse to give Mood, and if
enough people do that, the h.3sdilals will tee pressured into belying it. If they wish, they might,
pass -a law appropriating tax nu.as
ey for this purpose. If this were
done, everyone would share the
financial burden equally, and the
people who Five up their valuable
bloc(’ %yr:13101Wbu:ed
r
for it.
ASS No. 1738.

Oust Outsiders

41DVERTISEMENT

Two Council Candidates Take
Municipal Water Al Platform
The issue of a municipally-owned water
system was injected pointedly into the
1950 City Council race, as two new City
Council candidates tossed their hats into the ring together with the platform,
"Buy the San Jose Water Works."
They are Alden B. Campen, 39, operator of a property management andloan business, and Robert C. Doerr, 35,
Abraham Lincoln High School science
feaclsor.
Both council aspirants released two page statements advocating a municipal
wets, system its order to fake advantege
o
r
il run
Htch-Histchy aqueduct -whichlint
five miles north of Sir,Jose. The Raker
Act provides that San Francisco cannot
sell Hitch-Hetchy wafer to privately operated utilities.
Doerr’s statement specifically mentions revenue bonds as the means by
which Water Works purchase funds
should Iso raised. Such bonds can be
used for acquisition of water facilitiesl,
under State law. he points out. They
are paid off from revenues of the prol’mil they finance and do not add to
tax rates.
Both Campen and Doerr were born
and reared in San Jose and attended
local schools, including San Jose State
College. Campion holds a bachelor of
science degree from University of California’ end sDaserr.a asgster of arts degrete -fAvNS.tigtfolcl.
’
I1’ -veteians.
Mktg- are .w&rd
Doerr served with the Cctunter-Intelligence Corps in Germany. Campen was
with the Air Forces in England for 25
months.
Campen is a director of the W. Santa
Clara St. Development Association and
of the San Jose Consumers Co-operative, a member of the Doctors Hospital
Advisory Board, the San Jose Council
for. Civic Unity and the Eagles. A
bachelor, he lives at 1729 Topeka Ave.
His brother is County Counsel Howard
Campen.
Doerr, whose f a t he r, Fred Doerr,
served as a councilman for II years,
belongs to Masonic Orders, the American Federation of Teachers, the San
Jose Council for Civic Unity, and Phi
Delia Kappa. H. is married, has two
children and lives at 52 S. 15th St.

To Thrust and Parry and
Speech and Drama Department:
In a recent Spartan Daily issue
there was an article announcing
try-outs for the final production of
the drama season, "Time and the
Conways". It was further announced that a guest artist, Pat
Ironside, is to play the leading
role. "Miss Is-onside," the article
stated, "has had several years of
acting and directing experience on
Broadway,
and her appearance
will inaugurate a policy Which will
continue in some of next season’s
plays."
Such a policy, I protest, would
undermine, the purpose of these
presentations, which purpose. I
take it, is to provide talented students with opportunities to become familiar with the stage situation and develop their abilities.
That the engagement of Miss Iron side this season, and of two or
three other outsiders next season,
will reduce the number of such
opportunities is too obviotft to
bear elaboration.
This new policy might be defended on three grounds that occur to
me: first, that the numbers involved are not significant; second,
that the audience would see a better show; and third, that drama
students would benefit from observing an experienced actress at
work. But these objections can be
answered. To begin with, the numbers are significant because of two
considerations: there are only too
few plays given during a year on
account of such Metors
,
facilities, and ftiolty mix:Inn&
Since it is not likely that professionals would be brought in for
minor roles these outsiders will
deprive the most promising students of the most ambitious parts.
Next, in a school production, the
audience is a secondary consideration; the primary object is the
training of the drama student
This is not to say that the stud
ent actors should not do their best
by the audience, hut it is to say
that the department faculty should
do its best by the students, who
ritlPil the experience.
Finally, I
will venture to assert that the students will learn far more about
acting by acting than by watching
a guest artist, no matter how able.
In brief, I appeal to the department to allow these productions to
serve their function to the fullest.
James L. Riley, ASB 4407

Robert Doerr

TWO NEW SERVICES:
.

I

Bachelors Laundry
Shirts in at 9:00
out at 5:00.

eft

2.

"Retex"
Pressing Lasts Longed
Mothproofed!

Wejti-Cleaners

--EIGHT CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
25-29 S. Third Street Main Plant CYpress 2-1052
24th & Santa Clara
275 E. William
231 Willow
1335 Lincoln, Willow Glen
199 Franklin, Santa Clara
1740 Park Ave.

$35
IF YOU

COLLEGE
AUTO PAINTING

SAND

YOURSELF .

.

.

IT
$25

Done beautifully and skillfully by
San Jose State alumnus using Dupont Deluxe paint. All work guaranteed for one year.

DUNKING PERMITTED
. . . in your own cup.

3 -Day Service

DIERKS

For Appointment
Coll CY 2-8546

371 West San Carlos

Alden Campen

4
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Census Counts:SO Students- - - RIIfAornmittee IL
. In Enumeration: Dbitiia-------Ii
- $
rogram TonighLf_iTineswely-

^Splittaa Revelries: Anyone in- onaores interested are .144ited to
terested in working on make-up the sophomore council meeting at
AB San- Jose State college students will be essiMed ha the 1950 Pcrews please notify Dick Pritchard 3:30 p.m. today in the Student
Union.
census in the enumenttion districts where they reside’while attending
Freslunen Clams -Council* All , Bibliophiles: Refreshments will
1 - --- college.
The Rally cotrufatrei-will meet reshriten are urged to attend the I be served at the general meeting
.1 . --This is according to Paul D. Bean, diet net oujitifliorYll: S. tonight in Room 24 at 7 o’clock, meeting in Room 39 this afternoon in Room L-212 today at 4:30 p.m.
Bureau of the Census for this diet net, which inelusles.the.00unties of according to Ed Mosher, Rally+ at 3:30 o’clock to discuss plans
Swim Club: Swim club will not
.
for the next mixer.
committee chairman.
meet tonight, but will meet at the
San Mateo, Santa Cruz, San BeMinivranca Committee: 5 p.m. usual time next week.
nito and Santa Clara.
The committee will discuss ac- meeting tomorrow in the office
Bean says that in the ease of
Pi Nu Sigma: Meet in Room
tivities for the fall quarter in- of the Dean of Women.
colleges and universities where
72 tomorrow at 12:30 p.m.
cluding card stunts, rallies, halflarge numbers of students live on
Newman Club: NOwman Club
Spanish Club: Please sign list
time activities, the Spartan head,
the campus, special enumeration
executive board and council meet on Modern Language department
Representatives of service or- and other matters.
In Newman hall at 6:30 p.m.
districts can be set up to handle
tuiletin board,
ganizations who will act as guides
the count.
I.S.U.; Meet at 7:30 o’clock- toAccording to Mosher, all new
Philosophy Club: Me_reg_g_ln n the
The problem of counting Ban
on APd1 25 when seniors from Stlidelits who wish to join _th philosophy b ui lding -tomorrow night -at 1545 Lupton avenue.
Jose State college students is San Jose 101E11 _sighml visit- the Rally cdfrimittee should attend night at 8 o’clock. Father Fago- Speaker is an Alaskan student.
6
more difficult, according-710 ’Campus, Will Meet at 1080
this meeting. Those who want to thy of the University of Santa
ONE ,OF THE FINEST ART
Bean, because many of them live Thursday, April 20, in B67. At work on football activities must Clara will speak on...ZScholastic
BAY AREA
AC7,,
and_sities outside of that time they -will he irrstructacl work on the Rally committee this
- Tradition in Philosophy." Re(resh-- DEPARTMENTS IN THE
ori-iffgraftr
in their duties by Mr. Lowell C. spring as all plang will be com- ments will be served.
San Jose.
"The lecal_ district is aheati.of Pratt, director of public relations, pleted before the end of the
Acmy Frosh, Y Groups:
schedule; and the local office will who has been named chairman of quarter.
Plans to be discussed for the quarclose about June 30. But the final the tour committee.
ter in Room 25 tonight at 7:30
tabulation of the census will not
of the campus map tion about the points of interest o’clock. All freshmen are invited
Reprints
be completed until the end of the
appearing in the schedule of Ion the campus, will also be . given to the joint meeting of -the two
year," explains Bean.
1".
to_flie guides to assist them
roups._
Wails obtained here will be re- classes -Fir
s II be a4llable to the scribing the various "departments
Anrt
AWS: There will be a 4:30 p.m.
checked in Philadelphia Mid Wash- guides, with the route of the cam- lof the college
to the prospective meeting today in Room 24.
112 South-Sseend Street
ington, D. C., before the official
Sophomore Council: All sophpus tour marked in red. Informa- students.
totals. are announced. After the
records arrive in Washington, It
-wilt-take approximately two years
of compiling and binding before
the entire task is
_
A-Cr011eie "e-a-n- get special in-fernff4-.41if-tTnittly from -Washing::
ton in about six months after we
JJnishhere
said Bean, "And,
there will begeneral releases from
this office as the information
comes in, but we have to get
authority from Washington before
it can be released."
Bean explains that the government is collecting lnformatkm on population, housing,
agriculture, irrigation, drainage,
and income. This information
svill be used by the government
to plan Its activities for the next
10 years.
"The results of the 1950 census
will be interesting in California,
and especially in San Jose," he
said. "Preliminary estimates of
what the population increase_ in
atifornit:Twou1d he tnru ’ 4
-4-Abe -tight-of enumeratiale,
already collected."
--_____The-California Taxpayers’ association has estimated an increase
of 270,020 in the four counties
of this district over the 1940 census total of 343,180.
To .11seuss Fall

Tour Committee
Meets Thursday

W-Auebuispa,

Population figures for 11940.
’with*, 1960 estimates, follow:
1950
1940
Santa Clara
174,949 292.600
Santa Cruz
45,052
70,000
San Mateo
111,782 286,500
San Benito
11,392 91,100
’Hollister Chamber of Commerce estimate. Other estimates
by California Taxpayers’ association.

Asiagritfig_&
bleSawyee, ?$ Afh Arco

Art Group Plans
Mixer Tonight
"Art’s Desire" has been selected
_ 1?5, Alpha Gamma art fraternity
as the name of its mixer t be
11:tun1ght4rt=itoorn A-1 at-740
o’rlock. All art majors and minors
are invited to attend the affair.

An excellent student at Middlebury College, Vermont, Paul found time to win
the coveted All Sports Trophy-in his
senior year. He graduated lit JaM,-1938.

He then joined a coated paper mill firm as
research and control man. Pearl Harbor
changed all -that--Faul went to Maxwell
Field to begin Aviation Cadet training.
0’

An outstanding Cadet, 2nd ’Lt. Paul
Buskey was held- over as an instructor
after graduation. Then he was assigned asa pilot in the Air Transport Command.

His big plane education was topped with
23 missions over the, far-famed ’ Hump,"
flying C-54 transports. After V-J Day, he
stayed on in the Far East until March of
1948-specializing in Air Intelligence.

Back home, after accepting a Regular Air
Force Commission, Captain Ruskey went
to Air Tactical school, was there rated an
outstanding student, and won assignment
to Coin ma nd and Staff school.

Today, Captain Bunkey is an Air Intelligence Officer on MATS Headquarters
Staff at Andrews Air Force Base near
Washington, D. C. He looks forward to a
rewarding future hi the U. S. Air Force.

.
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ATTENTION
For a nutritious
well-balanced lunch

nr.

come to the

If you are single, between the ages of 20 and 26%.
with of least two years of college, consider the-mew
career opportunities as a pilot or navigator In tW
U. S. Air Force. Procurement Teams ore visiting many
colleges mod .universities to explain these corium’
opportunitkis. Watch for them. You may oho get ful
details at yovr tannest Ak Porte Bout or U. S. Army
and U. S. Air Force Recruiting Station, or by writing to
the Chief of Staff, U. S. Air force, Att: Aviation Cadet
Branch, Washington 25, D. C

SAN JOSE
BOX LUNCH
Across 4th on San Antonio
Open ’fill 2:45 P.M.
Milk
Sandwiches
Cold Drinks and Ice Cream
WE SOLICIT ORDERS FOR
EIELD TRIPS AND PICNICS
-Established 1925--
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MrisicMajor, s Pimt In Far East Politics 4,,
Two Coeds Will Report Play ,in Final Will Lecture on Philippines
On Oklahoma Journey Civic Concert
Wednesday, April 19, 1950
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Miss Joan Hale and 311ss JoAnn Keeler will report on their trip
to the intercollegiate AWS convention at the AWS meeting, Room ;4
at 4:30 p.m. today.
The co-eds, who represented San Jose State college at the Okla ;Boma convention, brought back many ideas for the improvement of
AWS at San Jose.
One plan which impressed them
is an improved freshman orientation program.
, Plans will be formulated for the
AWS fashion show "Swing into
Springi" which will featilif "men’s
fashio4s as well as femrnine apaccording to President
parel,
Marily Zeller.
The ’fashion show ,sponsored by
be held in the tatholic
Womeh’s center ballroom on May
10 from 7 to 9 p.m.
Co- airmen were appointed for
the ccmmitteek planning’ the affair. Marian Swanson and Ann
Cunnifigham are co-chairmen of
’the Models committee; Barbara
Bentlqy and Virginia Schroeder,
music;
Lynn MacDonald and
Nancy
Embshof,
f,
decorations;
Shirl
Crandall
and
Rosalie
Youn , refreshments; Marian Bell
and targie Herndon, -programs;
Carol. Larson and Rosemary McKean, clean-up; Melba Sills and
Leta Howard ,publicity; and Bei..
ty Thirendinger and Lhuise Budros, dressing room.
There will be 25 models in
the ’show ,WkiLiCh will be the
main project for the group this
quarter.
Miss Zeiler outlined plans for
a three-way meeting of AWS representatives ’from Fresno State
college, College of Pacific, and
San Jose atate college. June 1
was the Jentative date set for the
meettnsvilch will he held here.

Off idals Meet
At:Pleasanton

OM

FOR RENT
Room and board for college
men, four vacancies, 11 meals a
week; also room and board. 380
S. Ninth street. CY 3-9942.
Wanted: Two men to share
apartment with two other males.
Linen, telephone, utilities furnished .56 a week. Also roan for
one fellow in similar apartment,
same terms. Also desire to take
summer
reservations.
Parking
available.
435 E. Reed street.
CY 2-9547.
Men: Room or room and board.
Nice home, large moms, one-half
block from bus. 239 N. Morrison.
Phone CY 3-5264.
Furnished- home: .Three men
preferred who will stay all awnAceess-170- tennis coint’ on
same property. 479 Willow Glen
way.
Women: Lame raom. single or
double.
Outstanding entertainment facilities and kitchen privileges. Reasonable. Close to college.
.3-5146, evenings.
Nice clean room for two men,
twin beds, laundry privileges, near
campus. Also desire to take summer res,ervations. 633 S. Fifth
street. CY 5-4627.
For women:-Boom with kitchen
privilege*.
105 S. 11th strent.
Phone CY 5-9952.

cy

FOR, %%LE

- Dr. Harry T. Jensen, professor.
of edu9ation and Dr. William R.
Rogers will attend the annual
meeting of the California School
Superintendents’ association on
the Old Hearst ranch near Pleasanton on May 5 and 6.
Dr. Hilda Taba of the University of Chicago will be one of the
featured speakers at the meeting,
according to Dr. Jensen.

r

Classified Ads
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1941 DeSoto 7 passenger sedan,
perfect motor and tires; must sell.
$165 cash. 172 N. Seventh street.
CY 4-1949.
Binoculars -and opera .glasses,
_variety of sizekiejl new, reasonable. Call evenings. CY 3-111WWhy PAY $40 Iter year to rent
a typewriter? For jnst $45 you
can own my U’nd’erwood portable.
CY 3-6322.
LOST

Green car.d.Igan

long-sleeved
sweater, on bench in front of
ISpeech wing. Please return to
.
Speech office.

DELIVER
24-Hr. &PICK-UP
SERVICE
LAIINDR

I

PERSONAL
Typing done, -also shorthand,
rapid, accurate, 20 years experience, student rate 51.25 hour. 28
S. 13th street. CY 3-0738.

Club Basketball
Players Honoiat
-

Award’s were’prrsented-to mem.
berm of the Newman club-basketball team Thursday night at a
dance -open house held at Newman
In or Plcisci
hall. The Newman basketballers
Up by 10 a.m.,
were honored for winning the inNEXT
READY
tramural consolation tourney
DAY!
championship.
Medals were presented to each
man by the Rev. Shirley of St.
IPatricks’ church. He was assisted
by Fred Severo, president of the
Newman club, and Dom Pagano,
athletic manager.
Those who received awards were
Len Frizzi, Moreno Mangiola, Jack
I Casey, Al Grossi, Bill Head, MurIPhone CYpress 3-6630
ray Collins, Morey Coles, Fred
L496 West San Fernando St. I Severo, Hal Souza and Bill Nigaim ami Imo Ili MI meyer.

BARITEAU’S
LAUNDRY

TRAWK

Save $79.00
ROUND TRIP TO HONOLULU

SAVE

DC 4’s
$$ COAST-TO-COAST BY AIR

American Bus Lines
Coast-to -Coast
91/2 Hrs. to Los Angeles
BUS DEPOT 131/2 SOUTH MARKET STREET

Twenty-two San Jose State
college students participated in
the San Jose Civic "Symphony
concert April 16.
The concert, which was the
fourth and final one of this season, was designed for young people.
Soloist John Loban, 16,
youngest member of the symphony
and a pupil of Gibson Walters,
played the first movement of
"Concerto for Violin, No. 4" by
Wolfgang Mozart. Soloist Leanne
Eioccardo, 11, played the third
movement of "Concerto for the
Piano, No. 219 in D Major" by
Joseph Haydn.
Other compositions on the
program were "Le Carnavat
Romain, Opus 9" by Hector Berlioz; the nrst movement of
"Symphony in B Minor, No. 8",
the Fannished, by Franz Schubert; "Peter and the Wolf," and
orchestral fairy tale for children, by Serge Prokofieff; and
"Marche Slave," Opus 31 by
Peter Tschaikovski.
Mr. J. Wendell Johnson, assistant professor of speech at San
Jose State college, was the nar-.
rator.
Students in the orchestra were:
violins, Janice Carlander, Rudy
Foglia, Wallace Johnson, Bernice
Meiers, Warren van Bronkhorst;
Innocenti,
Jean
violas,
Elmo
Welch; cellos, Marilyn Booker,
Don H. Dormeyer, C. Allen Gov;
basses, Lynn Jackson, Jeanne
Saxon; flutes, Winifred Fullmer,
Katherine Fuller; clarinets, Alice
Blair; bass clarinet, Delbert Fullmor;
oboes,
Richard Payton;
trumpets, C. W. Daval, Gordon
Sandford, Franklin Dennis;‘ trombones, George Lynch; and tympani, Eugene Graves.
College teachers on the symphony board of directors are Dr.
Lyle Downey, Miss Frances Robinson, and Miss Alma Lowry Williams.

Forensics Group
To Participate
In Forum at UC
Four students from----San-- Jose
State college’s Forensics group
will participate in a symposium
forum at the Berkeley campus of
California
of
the
University
Wednesday afternoon, according
to Wilbur F. Luick, Forensics director.
The topic for discussion at the
dual meet will be the prospects
for individual liberties in increasingly, centralized states.
John Mix and Sam Datri of the
Forensics group will give 10-minute prepared speeches asserting
that individual liberties suffer
when centralization of federal authority takes place.
After the speeches Mix and
Datri will be joined by Meraddel
Vaughn and Kathryn Spi:oul,.San
Jose State .college students, and
four University of California st.U.
der-ftsto la-My -part 1n -a
cussirm.
The panel will participate in a
question -and -answer period, which
the audience is invited to join.
The symposium will take place ’
in Room 210, F:shlemand hall at
4 p.m. on Wednesday. Before the
meeting takes place, the Debate
society at Berkeley will have a
coffee hour in the hall.

Entomology Club
The F:ntomology club of San
Jose State college will hold its
anntial "spring camp-out" on the
eastern shore of Clear lake from
May 19 to 21, according to an
announcement from Dr. Carl Dun*
can of the Natural Science .department.
Persons planning tp go on the
trip, are requested to see Dr.
Duncan or Dr. James Tilden as
soon’as possible, so that necessary
arrangements can be made.

THERE’S NEVER A
DULL MOMENT AT

THE COOP

"Iihilippines Today," will be the
subject of a speech to be given
tomorrow in Room 116 at 11:30
am: by Dr. Claude Buss, professor of history at Stanford university.
Mr. William If. ,Vatcher, instructor in political science, announced that the talk win be
given during the Far Eastern politics class lecture, but all students
and faculty members are invited
to attend.
Dr. Buss was assistant to the
high commissioner in the Philippines before the war. After his
release from internment through
the Red Cross agreements with
the Japanese government, he became head of the Office of War

Information for the Pacific Theater.
In 1948 he was special adviser .
to Gen. Douglas MacArthur. Later
he became a member of the Stanford university faculty.

"Dr. Buss has been in the foreign service since 1929 and has
traveled abroad 24 times. His wide
experience in Far Eastern polities
and the tense situation that exists
today in that theater of the World
is of interest to all,"ddr. Vatcher
said.
He has been mentioned in many
books on subjects of the Far East
and has written a well known
book on this subject, "War and
Diplomacy in Eastern Aka."

How much lovelier can a girl look? She’s your

"MISS FASHION PLATE OF 1950"

KAPPY BAIRD
Here she is! The girl you chose as Revlon’s "Miss Fashion Plate
of 1950’’. She’s.just won a year’s supply of Revlon oosmetics FREE!
And she’s the girl who has a chance to become "Miss Fashion
Plate of 1950" for the whole United States! She’ll compete
in this Revlon-sponsorea contest With candidates from colleges
and universities from coast to coast for the Grand Prize...
a glamorous trip to Bermuda by Pan American Clipper,
inchuling an expense-free week at the jamous"Castle Harbour"
...and seven other thrilling prizes: an RCA;Victor
portable radio; a Lane Hope Chest; an Amelia Earhart Party
Cate iti"Revlon Red" leather; a necklace, bracelet and
earring set by Trifari; a silver-plated lighter, cigarette urn
and tray set by Ronson; a year’s supply of Berkshire
nylon stockings; a Wittnaner wrist watch!
You all know a winner because you picked a winner!
She’s another lovely example of why so many girls and women
...to look their loveliest ...always look to Revlon.

-LARGEST 81 BEST -

-.

UNDERWOOD RENTAL STOCK
IN SAN JOSE
Special Rates to Students .

Roberts Typewriter Co.
156 WEST SAN FERNANDO
EASY PARKING

CY 2-4842

NO WI Two Launderettes
ftn- YOUR convenience.
THIRTY-MINUTE SERVICE

30c wash

20c dry

San Jose
Launderette

General Economy
Launderette

463 SO. SECOND’
Phone CY 4-2420
HOURS:
Wasik Days
Saturday 111-6
Sunday 10-3
Clow, Thursday

872 E. SANTA CLARA
Phone C76:1231
HOURS:
Willa Days
9-8
Saturday
9-4
Sunday 10-3
Closed Wisdnesday

-

1,

Wednesday, April 19,

Anyboc157:ilfre
Know ’Daisy’?

VOICES IN THE WIND
Fnam Other. CreIkte Campuses

By HELEN DAVIS
An April Fool’s Day edition
Miss Moffatt needs a bicycle.
of the University of Hawaii’s
She can’t look for it herself
student newspaper carried a
because her high-laced shoes
lead story which bannered a
hurt.
story on flying saucers. The
But she’d appreciate an offer
banner read "Saucer Scare
by any San Jose State college
Caused by Indian Belch Spell"
student or his friend for the
and wits attributed to Prince
loan of an old English bike
Sausser, who said that the mysfrom May. 4 to 9.
tery of the flying saucers was
It has to be an old English
caused by his mystery drink.
model because Miss Moffatt will
...The special edition of the paper._
use it in "The Corn Is Green"
when the Speech and Drama titled "the Honolulu Agonizer," (a
department presents the Emlyn take-off on Honolulu’s "Star AdWilliams play on the Little vertiser") was sold to members
of the student ’body and the comTheatre stage.
If anyone has a bike to lend munity to raise funds to send
he may contact the Speech and Bobby Agena, Oahu bantamweight
Drama department or Shirley - champion, to the National AAU
Wilbur ,who will play Miss finals in Boston. Agena, had he
won the Territorial crown, .would
Moffatt.
have received an expense - free
trip to Boston, but lost his title
last week.
-,
ROCK -MAIM, ILL, April IS
IV:ankle Lain appeared recently
men at the University of California in
UP) Augustana college
students, feeling they were slight- a benefit show for the Woad Stued by coeds during recent worn, dent Service Fund, now over the
en’s week activities, retaliated to- $1600 mark on the Berkeley camday with an "avoid women" rou- Pus.
tine.
The recall movement against
Until Saturday, the,-,men will ASUC president Danny Coelho
obey the following rules: (1) No. "lacked drive" last week, accorddating. 12) No shaving. (3) No ing to an article and editorial in
talking with coeds after 7 p.h. the Daily Cal, which commented
(4) No fraternization in the Ii- that individuals backing the rebrary. (5) Strict segregation. -of earl- are -seeking a scapegoat. "It
sexes at’ the student union meet- is preposterous to condemn an
elective officer because he does
mg Thursday night.
lb

W tmmtn-Fooe!

not concur in his personal views
with a section of the electorate,"
the Daily Cal said.
*
At Stanford, the Ex Corn vetoed
affiliation with National Student
Association and decided to carry
out the activities of the present
NSA committee through an unaffiliated c a m pus organization.
The action to drop NSA as an
active organization followed an
hour and_ a half debate on the
student budget for the coming
year.
,Congressman Richard Nixon, on
a soapbox at Sather Gate at UC,
last week told political enthusP.
asts that he thought the University’s faculty should sign the loyalty oath "under protest" and
then light the battle through
"established channels." Nixon said
that he -was convinced that the
loyalty oath "is not an effective
method of dealing with the_problem of communism."

CAMPUS CARAVAN: University of Denver students are planning a goodwill troop which will
visit Southern Colorado, New
Mexico, Mexico City and Monterey
. The Denver Clarion
soon .
blasted a measure to pt students
under probation for "sneaking into registration lines ahead of
time . . . " The Clarion also recommended "Staying out of NSA;
while the Daily Trojan at USC
reported that the Unity party
there favored. an NSA link . . .
Dr. Fred D. Flagg Jr. fold a special ASSC committee that race
and descent inquiry clauses must
remain on the applications for
admission at USC until 1951, no
matter what the faculty commit"I’ve Waited for Someone," and tee’s decision on the matter may
"Low Button Shoes" which were be.
written especially for the show.
Most of these tunes are show
An investigation of the Music
songs only, Fred explained, when Department at San Dino State
asked about the possibility of college will be held next week
their being published. The titles when Dr. A. Douglas, associate
almost tell in sequence the entire superintendent of Public Instrucidea behind the show which is a tion, will atte hfp t to evaluate
gbod indication of how well co- quality of personnel, administraordinated "Low Button Shoes" tion, music programs, and trainwill be.
ing of music teachers ... EnthusFred Plays Uke
iasm is running high at Fresno
Although he is musically in- State college since the establishclined, the only instrument Fred ment_ of__ the Bulldog Foundation
plays is the ukelele. Diet plays to "benefit the college in its new
the piano and at one time had his. developments" .
. Washington
own band until musicians began State college, because of its into find it difficult to find jobs.
credsed number of graduates, has
Neither boys plan to make dropped its Baccalaureate service
song-writing a career, but Fred, . . . Michigan State college stuspokesman for the absent Dieg dents will elect the "Ugliest Man
Intimated that it Is of vital in- On Campus" in a contest to publiterest to them both and that cize the Campus Community Chest
they would enjoy working at drive.
-It when school days are over.
On --the recommendation Of -a
University of Nevada faculty factfinding committee, "big time football" will continue its present
status on the campus for at least
another year, according to a report in -the Student newspaper.

Cooper,W eigum Write Music
Lyrics for ’Low Button Shoes’
(Editor’s Note: This is the third
in a series of four articles by
Spartan Daily staff reporter
Redonla Nunes which will truce
the colorful background and history of Revelries.)

_

By DONNIE NUNES
"On With the Show" easily
could be the chant Of the Revelries cast but instead promises to
be one ,of the brighter musical
spots in the opening scene of Low
Button Shoes. lifter all the diffi__culties_the 1ZO production of
Revelries has weathered, the
stamina and fortitude can be
summed up in the title "On With
the Show."Seven new original tunes are
scheduled to be heard by the
public for the first time in the
forthcoming production. Words
and music were written by Fred
Cooper and Dick WrI5um -of-Lodi,
Oddly enough, Weigum does not
attend San Jose State college, but
is a student at the rival College
of Pacific. Cooper is a sophomore
majoring in art, but has been interested in writing lyrics for some
time.

1

Started at Beach
Weigunt and Cooper first got
_iugEthcr last summer in Santa
iiir songs
7.- Oils and realized
might have something. When tan
quarter started,. Cooper remembered hearing about Revelries taking ()Reins], songs from stUdent
eontributors- and decided that the
Weigum - Cooper material might
have a chancr.
Compositions written last summer were handed to the directing
body of Revelries and although the
songs were liked, they didn’t seem
to .be of the particular variety
wanted. Before long, Cooper found
himself and Weigum saddled with
the job of writing all the music
for .the show, and from then on it
was only the beginning, of a long
hard struggle.’
’Getting ideas isn’t one of
t Nose pick-them-out -of-a -hat
deals," he declared. Some time
it takes a long time to hit upon
something we both like, and
other limes. Bite the mth’P
finger, there it is its plain se
can he. Many times I have hit
upon something while walking
home from school. (oncentra-,
tion is the -germ of the whole
thing."
esides "On With the Show"
there are "We’xe Been Here andl
Jack from
There," "Mack an
Hackensack," "We’ve Got Men
Again,". "The Santa Cruz Song,"

Battered Teachers
FinallyRecognized

FORT WORTH, Tex. April 18
(UP) A 77-year-old retired California school teacher, found dead
in a tourist court here on her
wIlled_all her possessions
teac rs
_to_"battered up o
(Across From Clvis__AvAllterlem)
authorities said today.- - SAN CARLOS end ALMADEN STS.
Mrs. Rosa Blandon Gibbs died’
Lunch
Dinner
merman)
last night, after checking in durTry Our
Famous
ing a heavy rain Sat,urday night.
An inquest verdict said death was -lima-Cued Spare Ribs
85
due to’ natural causes, presumably :with Unreal Sauce
. Homo-Mid. Chili oak
from a heart attack.
300
Between $700 and $800 was fresh Ground Boof
French ,Fried
’
found in, her possession, and
papers indicated she owned prop- -Prawns
ANDREE’S SPECIAL
erty in San Gabriel, Calif.
Home-Made Apple Dumpling
In a "last will and testament"
250
with hit rum Sauce...
dated Dec. 6, 1947, Mrs. Gibbs
wilted her possessions to the California state teachers retirement ’Deep Dish Pies
. I leave it (prop- _Open Every Day, 7:30 e.m. ’fill I a.m.
system. " .
erty) all to battered up old teachFri.-Set. till 3 amCar Service
ers," she wrote.--

ANDREE’S
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mantic
Says Well-Known
Marriage Expert
An automobile. is the favorite
place for proposing marriage, according to the findings of Dr. Paul
Popenoe, director of the American
Institute of Family Relations.
"Tabulation of 1,181 proposals
reveals an automobile is the

Students Talk
Asian Politics.
"Southeast Asia: Major Challenge to American Foreign Policy"
has been selected by the Student
World Affairs Council of Northern California as the theme for
its college student conference Mpy
5-7 at Asilomar ’Conference
Grounds, Pacific Grove.
-.Among the authorities on
Southeast Asia who will address
the conference are John B. Condliffe, director, Teaching Institute
of Economics, -University of California; Marvin Opler, acting ass*,
date professor of Anthropology
and Sociology, Stanford University; Anthony E. Sokol, professor
of Asiatic and Slavic Studies and
Research Associate, Hoover Institute and....Libar.v..versity; and Eugene Staley, research associate, Hobver Institute
and Library, Stanford University.
Dr. Opler, Dr. Sokol and Dr.
Staley will discuss background
factors on Southeast Asia Which
have potential influence on American foreign policy. Dr. Ccuidliffe,1
the author of the newly publishedi
survey of wotid trade, Commerce I
of Nations, will sum up the discussions of the previOus two days.
According to Thomas Bartlett, Stanford.. student ’who is
president of the Student World
Affairs Council, the conference
is directed toward emphasizing
the special importance to California students of ’recent event,
in Southeast Asia.
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The Girl in the

"Low Button Shoes"
will be on campus soon.

BOLD
tip gnat
95
Resist:
Resist: Jar
Resist: Cold
Resist: Heat

850

Special Rental Rates for Students

3 months $10.00Used Standard & Portable Machines.For Sale
Also New Portables
Easy Payment Plan

CORONA

UNDERWOOD ROYAL

G. A. BLANCHARD
AMEN

REMINGTON

Est. 1000

24 So. 2nd Sf., CYpress 3-6383

’

favorite place for asking
question." States Popenoe. "tieocause in many Instancest this lathe only place where anrottiAll.,,...
can find privacy."
Next on the list comes the.girl’s
home, and in close third plaoe ate %
engagements started 6n t h
street, in a park, restaurant or
other public place.
Dr. Popenoe says the longer
the engagement the greater the
prospects are for a successful
marriage. He maintains longer
engagements give either party a
chance to4orrect a mistake if
one has been made.
"The average person has had
one engagement before the one
that ended in marriage," according to Popenoe.

Drive-In Restaurant

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

$

they’re sharp!
brown reversed calf
blue reversed calf
natural saddle
cordo brown leather
OPEN THURSDAY NIGHTS ’TIL 9 P.M.

1131LCCAVSL,

, .
r-A4r*r-.ms.s.,....).

, :*.,
Sorgrities -Begin f.;:,
z.* -0

!

s lat4Tiut. mous
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pid Corners Campus Couples, Coeds Cogitate

t

Howard - Digan

Oa

Three young messengers from
the Easter bunny arrived at the
Chi Omega Sorority house recently to announce the engagement
of Jane Howard to Mike Digan,
both students at $an Jose State
college.
Little David Suneri presented
a poem hinting the betrothal,
and a box containing a large chocolate Easter egg with the inscription "Jane and Mike" was given
to Melba Sills, Chi Omega president. Colored candy eggs were
Easter
distributed from
then
baskets by Patricia Suneri and
another young friend of Miss
Howard.
Miss Howard is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Denman Howard of
1401 Capuchina Avenue, Burlingame. She is a sophomore general
elementary major and is pledging
Chi Omega.
Digan is president of the local
chapter of Lambda On Alpha
and is a junior merchandising
major. He is the son of Mrs.
Mary Digan, of New Jersey.
The couple plan to be married
this June in Burlingame. They
will return to live in San Jose and
complete their education.

jor and a member of the junior
class. He is the son of Mrs.
Vivian Visconti of Willow Springs,
Calif. and R. Jepson of Oakland.
The wedding is scheduled for
early summer.

Plumb -.Steirart
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Plumb, of
San Francisco, have annouticed
the betrothal of their daughter,
Marion Margaret to Jack G.
Stewart, who is now attending
San Jose State college.
The future bride is a graduate
of the University of California.
The bridegroom to be, the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Stewart of San Jose, served in the
Coast Guard during the war.
.--fl
couple will ---be--married--in
September.

Glassman - Bonn

Nicholson - Brandon

SO* Pledging
Mary George, Grace Hall
Observe Campus Co-op Week
Campus Co-op Week is being
observed this week by the Mary
George and Grace hall, San Jose
State college cooperative houses.
Friends and parents of house
members are invited to gltmpse
into the workings of the two
campus dormitories.
An exchange dinner will be
An exchange dinner will be held
tonight between the two houses.
Alumnae of Grace halLwill be entertained Saturday evening at 8
o’clock by the women Students.
Both residences will hold open
house from 1 to 5 dark BUnday
This wee’It’s festivities. mark the
14th year of co-operation on this
campus. The affair is held annually to acquaint the public with
the ideals and planning of co-

At a recent meeting of Gamma
Phi Beta, news was disclosed of
Miss Dolores Nicholson’s engagement to Tom Brandon. The brideelect Was also honored at an
Easter party given durjrig spring
vacation by her ’mother, Mrs. L.
_
- The duties and responsibilities
J. Oliver.
Miss Nicholson is a freshman f of fraternity advisers were outmajoring in interior -decoration at lined in a report distributed to a
San Jose State college. She was meeting of ,social fraternity adgraduated from Caldwell high visers Thursday.
The report, a job analysis, was
sehool, Caldwell; Idaho.
Brandon is a junior commercial prepared by Dean of Men Paul’
art major from Boise, Idaho. He M. Pitman for distribution to the
attended Boise Junior college advisers. It specifies leadership
where he was affiliated with the rather than force, advice rather
-ntercollegiate Knights. Mr. and than rules, as the important funcMrs. J. E.. Brandon are his par- tions of the adviser.
ents.
A faculty adviser is required
The couple has not announced by the administration to attend
the date of their wedding.
each ’fraternity meeting or function. Meetings of advisers, in connection with the Inter-Fraternity
council, are held to keep them upnew developments and
A luncheon staged at the Inter- to-date on
national Kitchen in Niles was the trends in. fraternal affairs.

Moffitt - Imker

Lewis - Jepson

SAN FERNANDO
SHOE SHOP

Russo Offers Tags

73 E. SAN FERNANDO
Be convinced that you have a good
shoemaker in your ntighborhood who
knows how to make and repair all
types of shoes.

ALL WORK (;IJi&TtFn
Our buillent Craftsmanship
Insure. Satisfaction
Our Specialty Is Orthopedic
and Corrective Work

Friday is the deadlnie for
Homecoming theme suggestions,
according to Chairman Dick Russo. All student brainstorms are
to be left in Box "R" in. the Coop.
ward atfoltr Spartan."Reveh
--1Ackets -wilt-be given to thestudent with the hest-themeEHusso says. "Remember When"- was
the 1949 Homecoming winner.

ATTENTION
GOLFERS!
Golf any day of the week
except Sat. and Sun.
Monthly Rate Cards are now
available with ASB card.

only $4.00
Golf clubs and golf balls can
- be rented for 50c a day.
’It’ ’lee IS

-H ILL new
Golf Course

TULLY ROAD

operative units. The two houses
have 45 coeds in their membership at the present time art, are
Under the direction of the Student Y and college faculty members.
Officers of the Mary George
house are Elys Newfarmer, president; Betty Conover, business
manager; Janice Willhide, food
manager; Vonnie Ness, vice-president; and Ruth Sweeney, secretary.
House leaders of Grace hall
Include Esther Buchner, president; LaViria Sanders, food manager; Jackie Townsend, business
Yolanda Vitale and
manager;
Carmen Smith, vice presidents,
and Mary Doughtery, secretary.

Job Analysis Lists SAE to Host
Duties of Advisers 75 Delegates

The engagement of Barbara Lee
Glassman to Melvin William Bonn
has been announced by the future
bride’s parents. Mr. And Mrs. Al
Glassman of Oakland.
Bonn, a senior biological science
major at San Jose State college,
Is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Irwin Bonn of Sacramento.
He is affiliated with Silver Saber society, for which he is treasurer, and is a past vice president of Hillel club. He holds the
rank of captain in the local ROTC
group.
No definite date has been set
occasion chosen for the announcefor the wedding.
ment of Miss Marilyn Moffitt’s
engagement to Franz W. Imker.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan W. Moffitt,
Miss Grace Margaret LevAs, parents of the bride-elect, -told
prospective June graduate of San of the romantic news.
Miss Moffitt was graduated
Jose State college, announced her
engagement recently to Stanley from Notre Dame high school
Ralph Jepson at a family dinner and is attending San Jose State
college.
party in Garibaldi, Calif.
Miss Lewis, who is ttte daughImker is the spn of Mrs. Hazel
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Hal Lewis of Imker and the late F. William
Garibaldi, is a foreign language Imker of San Jose. He is an enmajor. Jepson is a chemistry -ma- gineering student at SJSC and
holds membership in Torch and
Sword.
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!Theta Chis Hold
Mass Meeting,
Honor founding
The local chapter of Theta Chi
fraternity will participate in a
nation-wide "Mid-Century Round
Up," April 21, to celebrate the
94th anniversary of the fraternity.
More than 450 meetings will be
throughout the country that
day by the fraternity’s 96 chapters, eight colonies, and alumni
chapters.

San Jose State college’s_rhapter of Sigma Alpha Epsilon will
be host for the semi-annual convention of Kappa province April
21 and 22.
Approximately
75
delegates
and alternates will attend from
the University of California, Stanford, Fresno, Santa Barbara, San
Diego, UCLA, USC, Arizona and
San Jose.
Friday night a smoker is schauled to be held at La Rinconada
Country club. Entertainment will
:nclude movies, cards, and refreshments.
Saturday morning a breakfast
will take place at the chapter
house, 646 South Fifth street.
Convention sessions will convene
at the Sainte Claire hotel followAt
12:30
ing the breakfast.
o’clock the delegates will attend
luncheon at- O’Brien’s restaurant.
Hotel Milias in Gilroy will be
the setting Saturday evening for
the convention sport dance.
Ralph Klindt, chairman for the
convention, tells of plans for a
swimming party for the alternates
Saturday afternoon at the J. D.
Crummey estate, University and
Park avenues, San Jose.

Dean of Women Helen Dimmick
released names of spring pledges
to the National Panhellenic so,r-_
orities on this campus Monday.
Pledging ceremonies conducted
at chapter houses Monday night
added the names of the following coeds to the sorority roll
calls:
Alpha Chi Omega: Adella Ann
Marks, Naomi Penaatt, Priscilla
Tangemann,
Colleen_ Timmons,
and Beverly Whitaker. Alpha
Omicron Pi: Delores Anderson,
Francis Atkins, _Marilyn Blue,
Jeanette Gomes, Norine Hodgins, Mary Keller, and Margaret
Larsen. Aloha Phi: Jean Bowman,
Diane Pryor, and Alice Wilkinson. Delta Zeta: Nadine Grasso.
Gamma ’Phi Beta: Gail Bargones,
Dorothy Ann Edinger, Jean PenDiane
nington, Jean Poage,
Spence, and Nancy Brooks. Kappa
Kappa Gamins: Patricia_
Carol Cottle, Elsa Groverman,
Judy Little, and Jill Nelson.
Kappa Alpha Theta: Deborah
Andrus, Virginia Bower, Nancy
Gibson, Nancy Cuneo, Jacqueline
Beth Lou
Foster, Jane Irvine,
Lundy, Sally Sims, and Barbara
Sullivan. Sigma Kappa: Cheryl
Brigham, Shirlee Goaman, DeLynn Hutchings, Barbara Kelly,
Patricia Mulligan, Patricia Rees,
Cheryl Richardson, Roberta Hoopiind -Betty Ann Skinner.

The local chapter will hold
their part in the "Round Up" in
conjunction with the chapter at
Stanford University. Approximately 150 men will attend.

Donald Ledig Visits
Theta Xi Colony,
Installations Held
Donald. Ledig, regional director
of Theta Xi, was present when
the Meal colony held its annual
quarterly dinner recently at the
colony house. Highlight of the
evening was the installation of
newly elected officers.
-Dean-of-Men Paul Pitman, several rushees, and alumni attended
the affair,
f f ic e r s installed included
Keith Nelson, president; Lee Taylor, vice president; Dale Wilson,
house manager and treasurer;
George Sweet, corresponding secretary; Philip Armi, sergeant-atarms.
Faculty advisers for the fraternity are Lowell C. Pratt and Capt.
.
Hebert-Ayers.
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Pleasanton 4, Calif.

Pie Pablo,’ has us topsyturtty
So come on doun in a. hurr)
To pia us burl upon our feet
Their homemade pies are really
neat.

The
PIE PALACE
12th & Santa Clara

CV

4-6199

TENNIS RACKETS ....3.95 up
-...2.50 up
RESTRINGING
.2.95 up
SHOES
RACKETS REPAIRED WHILE YOU WAIT-.114141,

12r E. San Fernando
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A ’Made Sea’ FOR ALL VISITORS TO

held

"This will probably he the largest mass meeting of fraternity
men ever held in the United
Slates," Bill Marchant, president
of the local chapter, said. "We
will participate in the same pro-grana_Lit the same time, regar
ess M-Where we are located."
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IT’S OUT OF THIS WORLD!

"UP THE RIVER"
IN CAPITOLA
ROMANCE IN DINING!
Dancing in the Beautiful

’Reck Room

))

45-minute drive to "Capitola-by-the-Sea."
Have your next party here. Fraternity and
sorority fetes welcomed. For reservations
PHONE SANTA CRUI2- 41710--
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Davis Hurls 6-2 Win;
thtters Triple
...a.
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WI. Meta,

a strong competitor, provided the winning
pouch against Staatorgi yesterday afternoon when he boomed out a
long triple tO right-center field with tlie bases loaded to ctiiOugb
and give [’Reber Glenn Davis a winning .aiiirgia. ,The
in
final score was 6-2 with- the Joseans counting five runs in the
Captain-

the alga

third’ inning.
The Spartans’ big third Inning
rally agaltst Jay Stott, starting
pitcher for Stanford. was started
when Van Amen
gained life on an
error.
McCarty
followed with a
safety shot to
center. Glenn
Davis singled
down the "middle." Okagaki
walked to force
MEL STEIN in a run. Stein,
By DOUG PRESTAGE
with a 3-1 count on him, cracked
The most evenly-matched and
his tremendous triple’. Stein romped
home with the fifth Spartan tally probably the most bitterly-con_on- Saa-.Iosels-sehedule: that’s what track and field
Glenn Davis, right-handed jun- bugs are in for when Earl Jackior college transfer, worked the son, track coach at College of Pafull nine innings in the blistering cific, and his cohorts invade
heat against the Braves from the Sparta_for a dual meet Saturday.
"farm" with a sore .right wing
So closely has the meet been
that should have been in a sling. doped out that It conceivably
Davis fed the Indian "farmers" could go to the final event, the
low curve balls and had them pop- mile relay, for the clincher.
ping up and beating ground balls’ Extra bleachers have been into the Infielders. In all, Davis, stalled on the track in anticipaCoach Walt Williams’ third line tion of the tartest crowd ever
pitcher, allowed--the Stanton:11M t
ti ---as a ineet here in many
only seven scattered hits and only , years.
one blow for extra bases. Aud
Feature race of the day promKlein, -treader. from Marchie ises. to be the 440-yard dash in
Schwartz’ football squad, tripled which the Tiger’s . terrific Eddie
to the 500-foot wall in center in Macon figures to have Er slight
the eighth inning.
edge over Spartans Owen Moore
and Don Davis. Macon, the CCAA
Diamond Tips: San Jose’s inrecord-holder at 48.1 sec., Won the
field play tightened up against
California meet with 48.2 sec.
the Braves and racked up four
Moore ran 48.9 sec. in besting
double plays behind Davis . . .
Stanford and the Olympic club
The Spartans were loose before
Saturday and came back with 48.7
the game and joked amiably
sec. on the first leg of- the mite
with each other . . . Stanford
relay. National Junior College
used three pitchers in a vain
Champ Don Davis was clocked in
effort ’to stop the rampaging
48 sec. flat last year and could
Spartans ... Davis only walked sneak in ahead of both runners.
Dore Purdy, who has never
three men and threw one wild
pitch. He struck out one man beaten COP’s Jack Kirkpatrick in
might
. . . Lopes hit three long fly the mile, looks like he
turn the tables this time. Purdy
bails but could not reach the ’toured the four-lapper in .4 min.,
350-foot left-field wall.
23.9 sec. fdr third place against
Stanfora, while Kirkpatrick’s best
time is 4-min.; 25.9 sec. thri year.
The two will make a repeat performance of their grudge-fest later
in the two-mile.
And then there’s the 100-gard
dash in which Bob Crowe, fresh
THE FINE LUNCHES ’
from a 9.9 sec sprint at Palo
BEING SERVED AT
Alto for second place in his first
meet of the year, hooks up with
the Tiger’s ace hurlder, Don
255 S. 2nd
Brooks, and football star, Don
Hardey.
Both sides will be quick to testify on the comparative merits of
their respective relay teams. The
Spartan foursome was clocked for
3 min. 21.2 sec. against Stanford.
The addition of Davis, who sat out
the meet, could bring this down
to 3 min. 17,sec.
BREAKFAST

COP-SJS Track
Meet Is Toss-up

SHE’S
READING ABOUT-

KEN’S PINE INN

LUNCH
DINNER

FRE

"Corn Is Green"
MAY 4-10

WATCH FOR

SERVICE
BOOK

Value $40.75

On4 $25
". it’

w

120 Different Services
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Will Concklin, veteran third sacker for San Jose State college, records the last of the 11 strikeouts
compiled by San Jose Red Sox Chtsekers Jim Sweeney and Paul McMahon in Monday night’s Bop.’
City benefit baseball game. The JoSox laced the eo ileglans 8-2 and allowed faSC only one stingy buntbase hit in the game. The Bed Sox catcher is Dick Allison. Boys’ City received the proceeds of the
900 paid attendance for their building fund. The benefit baseball game was the highlight of Mayor
Fred Watson’s Boys’ Week proclamation.
photo by Gmelin

Netters Rout Gaels Here 9-0;
Meet COP Ben gals Saturday
By FRAN ERROTA
Warming up for the big weekend matches with College of the
Pacific, Coach Ted Mumby’s
Spartan tennis team routed a
weak St. Mary’s squad by a 9-0
count on the home courts yesterday.
In turning back the Gaels in
convincing fashion, the locals won
their third. consecutive meeting in
less than a week, and their
eighth victory in 11 starts for the
season. Saturday’s meeting- withCOP is slated for 1:30 o’clock.
In’ the Gael matches, Chet
singles,
Bulwa, playing_ _No.
Butch Krikorian, No. 2 and Dick
Russo in No. 4 singles, defeated
Gaels Miles Brown, Albert Johnston and Jim Scherer respectively,
by lop-sided 6-0 and 6-0 scores.
Sparta’s second and third doubles teams, consisting of Russo
and Don Gale, and Bob Castle and
Joe Dawkins in third doubles, defeated their opponents without
loss of a single game. Bulwa and
Krikorian won their doubles match
6-2 and 6-2.

In remaining singles matches,
San Jose’s Don Gale downed
Gael Eddie Anderson 6-3 and
6-1. Bob Castle defeated Sam
Cesare of Moraga, 6-1 and 6-4,
and Golden Raider Dawkins
thumped Ernest Mantica by
scores of 6-2 and 6-3.
The locals will now rest until ,
Saturday, When they face one- of
the two top collegiate teams in
northern California, the Tigers of
COP. The Bengals rate favoritism
on -pait- performances, but Mumby’s net artists have added more
backers .with the improved play
they have displayed in recent
weeks.

HOTFOOT . . .
. it to the Graduate Manager’s
Office and get your tickets to 1950
Revelries.

"Low Button Shoes..
Don’t wait until th last minute
to get YOUR tickets.

Judoists Receive
Belts at Banquet
Members of the Spartan Judo
team attended a banquet in their
honor Monday night at the Castle
Inn in San Jose, according to Tom
Keane, publicity director.
Belt advancements earned in the last judo itteelt, di which the S
tans became judo champions- -of-northern California, officially were
presented to members of the team.
Speakers for the evening included: Willard E. Schmidt, head
of the San Jose State Police
school; Yosh Uchida, coach of the
Judo team, and Mud l Tullis and
George Best, co-captains.
Keane also announced that
Coach Uchida will be interviewed
Thursday night at 8 o’clock on
Spartan Review over .radio station
KEEN.

Frosh Run Wild,
Dump Hartne1116-5
Combining a 16-hits attack behind the five-hit pitching-of-three
hurlers, San Jose State college’s
frosh team blasted the Hartnell
JC nine yesterday, 16-5, at Municipal stadium.
While pitchers Sam Sugomoto,
"Lefty" Johnson, and Bob Coffey
were stingy with their offerings,
Ernie King with four for five, and
CeokIe" Camara, Tom Daly, and
Ferguson, with three hits each led
the hitting spree.

^

"Oh sure,-agr class is crowded. She
always keeps PHILIP MORRIS on her desk."
why PHILIP Mows’ popularity,
is growing by leaps and boundsit’s the
one cigarette proved definitely less irr4ating;
definitely milder, than any other leading brand.
No wonder there’s ks10 CIGARETTE HANGOVER) ;
when you smoke PHILIP MORRIS!
’

There’ll’ reason
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SJS Artist
Will Compose
Ou Any Thing

S P\141N1

SPRING

PARTS SPECIAL

SitifICE SPECIAL

By DONNIE NUNES
Is there an artist in the house?
H so grah the walls, the floor and
artything else that could be used
as mtiterial upon which to pairst.
Mr. Robert Coleman, art instructor at San Jose State college. has
- attempted to use any and all
kinds of possible materials in his
exhibition of paintings now being
shown at George Pepperdine college.
Burlap, Wrapping paper, water
color paper, canvas, chipboard,
,and illustration board have been
employed as a means_ upon which
he used water color, oil, icastne,
poster paint, wax crayon, oil crayr
on and .puree food dye.’ Anything
.
with color was used, keeping the
chemistry in mind for lasting quill,
’ ifs% Mr. Coleman revealed.
_-_idiatt-of7-11w_ 21 paintings:
semi-abstract or abstract. Paintings range in size from 20 by 26
inches ’to 30 by 36 inches. He attempted many modern ideas purely for the different effects he
might construct.
George Pepperdine college has a
student body of approximately
’1700, Mr. Coleman stated. There
are 50 art majors in a department
of five faculty members. The fine
arls_department is one. -of the
departments in the
strongest
’school, Mr. Coleman believes. It
:is composed of courses in opera.
visual arts and crafts, ceramics.
’and music.
The young teacher good-naturedly told of taking his paintings 4-1111110111111111ii i 141311111111111111=31111G111111111111111111111M1111111111111$1111111111111111111111111111111111111141111alliM1111111;1111111..h
down to the college in his Crosley
automobile. Paintings were stacked in the back where the seat lied
’been. They filled the -entire car.
"We had to ship some of them
drnvn by express," he explained.
Mr. Coleman, a graduate of the
California College of Arts and
Crafts, also attended -Sacramento
Junior college. After a brief interrniission spent in the military serAnd remember - Chevrolet alone
vice, he returned to civilian life
Measure size, and you’ll find Chevprovides all these and many other
arid began his teaching career at
rolet’s the longest, heaviest car in its
fine-car advantages at the lowest
San Jose Stale college in the sumfield-bar none. Measure styling and
mer of 1946. In 1947 he studied
prices and with such low operating
beauty, and you’ll find it’s the only car
with the Institute of Design in
and upkeep costs.
in its field with the world-famous
Chicago and the Chicago Art InCome in! See Chevrolet for 1950.
driving-ease,
Measure
Fisher.
Body by
stitute. Last -summer he taught
And we know you’ll agree that, any
and you’ll find that only Chevrolet
children’s classes at Mills college
way and every way you measure it,
offers you your choice of the finest
and plans to do the same this
it’s first and finest at lowest cost!
standard
finest
the
no-shijt tikiving or
summer.
driving-at lowest cost. Measure perIntroducing Chstvritioes Exclusive New
He is now doing graduate work
formance, riding-comfort and safety,
at Mills college on a part-time baand *you’ll find it’s the only low-priced
sis. Any free time he has, he
car combining the extra -efficient Valvespends uith his wife and two chilin-Head Engine, the extra -smooth
dren who live in San Jose.
Knee-Action Gliding Ride, and extraAUTOMATIC --TRANSMISSIONS
depeadable Certi-Safe Hydraulic
vciarktem of Twimeak Treveiuke
weir *4.4 of or Law maddi a maw MR
Brakes!

Give Your Car a

BRAKE IT UP!

SPRING TONIC

Have us install a completely new set of 8
genuine Chevrolet Brake Shoes and Linings
in yolk 1940 to 1948 Chevrolet Passengfr
Car.

Install a 1950. Power-Jet Carburetor on
your 1932 to 1949 car or truck

INSTALLED COMPLETE :F

.INSTALLED COMPLETE
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Limited Time Only
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$1599

Limited Time Only

IN SAN JO-SE - IT’S CHEVROLET!
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4th and Santa Clara

Any way, and every way, you measure it
FIRST ... ad Finest.., at Lowest Cost!

POW

Study Indicates
Student Subjects

A total of 474 San Jose State
college students had general secondary objective as of the end of
%tinter quarter. Of this number,
348 were men and 126 were women.
The total is comprised of 73
freshmen, 56 sophomores. 120 junl
ion. 73 seniors and 150 graduate
students.
This is according to a repbet
compiled from data on study-list
cards in the Personnel office.
Whal are the majors of these
students? Topping the list are the 116
social. science majors, of which 93
are men and 23 are women.
A breakdown of other department majors of students with general secondary objectives* is as
follows:
Physical education, 68 men, 16
.svomem mathematics, 37 men,. 11
women: natural science. 32 men 9
§panish. 11 men; 14 women: English, 26 women, 12 men.
Twenty-two students out of the
474 total had miscellaneous nonteaching objectives.
Only one student listed German
as his department major, and
there were only two seeking their
majors In home ecunornics,
rdtals’in other departments
were: physical science, 23; bustnes1 41tNa don, 22; speech, 16: ihdusTrialrarts, 12; music, 8; art, 7,
and French, 6.

New Lower Prices make Chevrolet more than
America’s Bost Seller . . . America’s Best Buy -

NEW STYLE -STAR BODIES BY FISHER

(in sparkling new color harmonies) Now
more than ever "the most beautiful bodies
built"-inside and out-exclusive to Chevrolet and higher priced cars.
NEW TWO-TONE FISHER INTERIORS

(extra -roomy . . extra-luxuriotio With
new upholstery-new colors-new appointments -placing Chevrolet far ahead in
both beauty and comfort.
CENTER-POINT STEERING
Assuring a remarkable degree of steeria_g
ease, under all driving conditions-another
vital feature found only in Chevrolet and
more expensive cars.

_

CURVED WINDSHIELD
with PANORAMIC VISIBILITY

(in Fisher Unisteel Bodies) Supplying extra vision all around the car-extra body strength and durability-extra safety -protection for you and your family.
NOOEST OF ALL LOW-PRICED CARS

Biggest in every way. for Chevrolet is the
longest, heaviest car in its field, and has
the widest tread, aU of which coatributes
to maximum stability and safety.
EXTRA-ECONOMICAL TO OWN
MATE AND MAINTAIN

and traditionally bringing you more value
when you trade; for Chevrolet cars are
most wanted-new or used.
PROVED 011121SAft _HYDRAULIC &RAKES

Goias swifter, safer, straightline stops and embodying
new Debt -Life thetleas
brake linings that last
Up to twice as long.

Atomen;

The Siyieline b. Luxe 4-000r Sclart

SEE YOUR LOCAL CHEVROLET DEALER
Conveniently listed under "Automobiles" in your local classified telephone directory
Nemo-
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